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Creative beards
A LSU student grows

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

McCain, Obama jab
each other at debate
By Charles Babington
The Associated Press

facial hair in preparation for the World

ABC News shines ^r^
national spotlight
on University

Beard and Moustache
Championships in May
|P>gt3

Falcon royalty
This year's
Homecoming king and
queen feel honored
to have been chosen

NASHVILLE, Term. — Barack
Obama and John McCain clashed
repeatedly over the causes and
cures for the worst economic
crisis in 80 years last night in a
debate in which Republican
McCain called for
a sweeping S300
billion program
to
shield
. * homeowners from

and represent the
University for the next
year | Page 3

Early voting
flexibility
Assistant Forum Editor
Ashley Fogle feels that
the early voting option
is great, as it allows
students to cast their
ballot when it fits their
schedule | Page 4

Voting early
has a few
drawbacks

By Andy Ourtel and 11m Sampeon
The BG News

Columnist Greg Chick
thinks undecided
voters should wait
for more information
before casting their
ballot | Page'4

New golfers step
up their game
Freshmen Parker Hewit
and Drew Preston gives
the Falcons a boost by
putting up impressive

.

Last night, ABC World News
Tonight anchor Charles Gibson
left the t.nn! Ii.n comforts of his
Time Square studio to broadcast live from the lawn in front
of University Hall.
On its second stop of the
"Great American Battleground
Bus Tour," ABC News came to
Bowling Green to discuss the
major issues facing college students and voters in Northwest
Ohio.
Bowling Green was chosen,
in part, for its convenience, said

Gibson. Located off of Interstate AT BGNEWS.COM: Watch our picture
75, it was an easy stop for the slideshow of ABC's World News Tonight
World News Tonight crew that anchor Chad* Gibson
broadcasted from Dayton on
Monday.
"It was an accident of geography," Gibson said.
Bowling Green also fit ABC
News' other requirements for
their week-long tour.
"Wfe wanted to go to smaller
towns and one college campus
along the way," Gibson said. "Its a
good school. People know it; it's a
large campus."
ABC News first decided on takSee ABC | Page 2

mortgage foreclosure.
"It's my proposal. It's not
Sen. Obama's proposal, it's not
President Bush's proposal,"
McCain said at the outset of a
debate he hoped could revive his
fortunes in a presidential race
trending toward his rival.
In one pointed confrontation
on foreign policy, Obama bluntly
challenged McCain's steadiness.
"This is a guy who sang bomb,
bomb, bomb Iran, who called for
the annihilation of North Korea
— that I don't think is an example
of speaking softly."
That came after McCain
accused him of foolishly threatening to invade Pakistan and
said. "I'm not going to telegraph
my punches, which is what Sen.
Obama did."
The debate was the second
of three between the two major
party rivals, and the only one to
feature a format in which voters seated a few feet away posed
questions to the candidates.
They were polite, but the strain
of the campaign showed. At one
point, McCain referred to Obama
as "that one," rather than speaking his name.
"It's good to be with you at a
town hall meeting," McCain
also jabbed at his rival, who has

spumed the Republican's calls for
numerous such joint appearances across the fall campaign.
They debated on a stage at
Belmont University four weeks
before Election Day in a race that
has lately favored Obama. both
in national polls and in surveys in
pivotal battleground states.
Not surprisingly, many of the
questions dealt with an economy
in trouble.
Obama said the current crisis
was the "final verdict on the failed
economic policies of the last
eight years" that President Bush
pursued and were "supported by
Sen. McCain."
He contended that Bush,
McCain and others had favored
deregulation of the financial
industry, predicting that would
"let markets nin wild and prosperity would rain down on all of
us. It didn't happen."
McCain's pledge to have the
government help individual
homeowners avoid foreclosure
went considerably beyond the
$700 billion bailout that recently
cleared Congress. While he said
bailout money should be used
to help homeowners, the bailout legislation merely gave the
Treasury Department authority
to purchase mortgages directly.
"1 would order the secretary of
the Treasury to immediately buy
up the bad home loan mortgages
in America and renegotiate at the
new value of those homes at the
diminished value of those homes
and let people be able to make
those payments and stay in their
homes." he said.
"Is it expensive? Yes. But we all
know, my friends, until we stabilize home values in America,
we're never going to start turning
around and creating jobs and fixing our economy, and we've got
to get some trust and confidence
back to America."
McCain also said it was imporSee DEBATE | Page 2

numbers in tournament
play | Page 6
Falcons fly to

the Rubber Bowl
BG hopes for a win

Tensions rise between Univ. police and admin, over contract
By Ryan Sullivan

following a tough
homecoming loss, in
the last match up at
Akron's current
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I feel creepy when...

Hit' breaking point is close in a
struggle between the University
administration and the campus
police union in their contract dispute.
The two sides have been without a contract since April 27 and
all portions of the deal have been
worked out with the exception of
economics.
Due to the inability of both
sides to work out an agreement,
administrators and the union
brought in an outside consultant
to do a Fact-Finder report. This
person came in and listened to
arguments from both sides and
offered a recommendation based
on the facts presented in the

KEVIN PENCE
Sophomore. VCT
"I know more about
someone from their
Facebook than from
actually knowing
them."
|Page4
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TODAY
Rain
High: 66. Low: 50
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TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 73, Low: 47
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will go
back to the
bargaining table."
Rebecca Ferguson | Human Resources
case.

According to the report, campus police officers are some of
the lowest paid officers at state
universities in Ohio.
The union is asking for a 3 percent raise for their officers, radio
dispatchers and the management
records officer, as well as a premium for working different shifts.
Their argument points out that
the University has a reserve of

Fall break may be comfort
or culture shock for freshmen
By Kate Snyder
Reporter

i

"Clearly, we

Campus Editor

against Akron

With Fall Break right around
the corner, most students are
looking forward to the time off.
Plans could include seeing
old friends again, sleeping in,
catching up on homework, seeing family and enjoying homecooked meals for the first time
since August.
But there are issues to the
short vacation that some might
not consider.
As part of the First Year
Success Series, an event called
"Are You Ready For Break?"
tried to prepare first-year students for a homecoming that
may resemble culture shock
more than anything else.
One of the most common differences is the bedroom.
Once college students move
out, their rooms frequently
become sewing rooms or offices. This can be disconcerting,

i

$500,000 put aside this year for
cost of living increases, most of
which is used on faculty members.
University
administration
believes the officers should
receive an increase of 1.5 percent
for the three positions.
Administration also argued
that they pay starting employees
more than most state universities and their turnover rate is
rather low, showing that officers
are satisfied with their compensation.
They also said the current economic situation of the University
does not justify an increase of this
proportion to the union.
The conclusion of the report
said,"... there is a need to adjust
the wages of the bargaining unit

employees significantly in order
to allow them to fall within an
acceptable compensation range.
The only question that remains
to be addressed in this recommendation is the extent to which
the competitive adjustment can
be realized."
The report struck a compromise
between the union and administration'sincreaseperhouramounts
and sided with the union on the
3 percent pay increase per year.
During the Board of Trustees
meeting last Friday, the report
was made public and was voted
upon by members of the board.
It was voted down.
After the meeting Assistant Vice
President for Human Resources
Rebecca Ferguson said there is
no set time table for a new collec-

tive bargaining agreement to be
worked out.
"Clearly, we will go back to
the bargaining table," Ferguson
said. "We had to agree to disagree
about money."
Campus Police Chief lames
Wiegand, who is not a union
member, said right now there are
23 union members, 17 of whom
are police officers and that for
right now, the union is working
under the expired old contract
until a new one am be worked
out.
Dave Kielmeycr, Senior Director
of Communications, said there
has been progress and once the
economic issues are resolved, the
two sides' agreement should be
See UNION | Page 2

Up by dawn and still going strong
By Colleen Fitzgibbons
Reporter

Barb
Hoffman
Nurse practitioner,
host of "Are You
Ready for Break?"

Barb Hoffman said, a nurse
practitioner who hosted the
event. Bedrooms can become
couches or basements.
"All of a sudden, they're not
a part of the network they left,"
Hoffman said.
But sometimes students fall
back into place easily, especially when parents start asking
questions about weekend plans
and household chores.
Hoffman asked how many
students would still have a
curfew when they went home.
Some hesitated.
"Some of you don't know,"
she said. "Might be nice to find
See BREAK | Page 2

While many students are sound
asleep in their dorm rooms and
the sun has not yet risen, he is out
running, doing military' drills or
catching up on some homework.
Senior Criminal lustice major
Ricky Robinson is a Cadet
Captain in the University's Army
ROTC program.
ROTC stands for Reserved
Officer Training Core, which is
an elective a student may take
to gain leadership and management skills or to serve for the
military in the future.
His freshman year, Robinson
became known as a leader in
ROTC, leading about 12 to 14
of the cadet squad through an
assimilated combat situation at
one point.
"That was a lot of fun,"
Robinson said. "I was the one in
charge."
But this was just the beginning
of Robinson's success throughout
the program.

MCHJIRADVWNSKI I IHtBGNEWS

SERVING AT SCHOOL Cadet Captain Ricty Robinson is a senior at the University and
in the Army ROTC. He says this gives him a more supervising position (along with the rest ot
the senior ROTC class) within the program

He went on to win two national titles in individual rifle drills
and to become a commander of
the Drill Team.
"The guy can spin a rifle with
two hands, throw it up landl take
it around his back." Lt. Col. Steven
Letzring said. "I mean, he's a very
talented guy."

Letzring also said along with
his talents, Robinson is a leader among the under-classmen
cadets.
"I'm sure there are a number of
under-classmen in the program
right now that look up to him

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See ROTC | Page 2
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BLOTTER
TUESDAY

From Page 1

10:44 A.M.
Brian Current. 52. of Tontogany,
Ohio, was cited for an expired
•Ohio license. Current's passenger,
•Christopher Hohl, 44. of Tontogany.
•Ohio, also carried an expired license.
Both were transported to the Bureau
of Motor Vehicles where their licenses were destroyed.
1:04 P.M.
Theresa Housholder, 71, of Bowling
•Green was cited for improper backing after crashing into Gary Swegan.
44. of Bowling Green, at the intersection of Main and Clay Streets.

409 P.M.
Christopher Hohl. 44. of Tontogany.
Ohio, was arrested for theft shoplifting after stealing a bottle of Absolut
. Pepper vodka from Legends State
Liquor Store. Hohl apologized to
the store manager and the item was
■led to stock.
543 P.M.
Complamtant reported her unlocked
vehicle was entered between
Saturday and Sunday at approximately 10 p.m.. and an unknown
subject took her BGSU parking
pass.
6:26 P.M.
A female juvenile was arrested for
disorderly conduct after refusing to
return home from the station with
her mother. The juvenile had filed
an abuse report against her brother.
claiming he hit her last Wednesday
night

*

social aspect of the program.
"It's like a fraternity; you meet
a lot of good people." Robinson
said. "You can't beat that."
Another beneficiary of the
ROTC program is an all-paid
books and tuition scholarship
to the University. Some of the
cadets also receive a stipend of
S300 to $500 per month.
"Some of our cadets will graduate and never have to pay for
books or tuition," Letzring said.
However, Robinson said the
money did not have an effect of
his decision to join ROTC.
"[The] scholarship definitely has nothing to do with
it." Robinson said. "Since 1 was
young I had pride and I wanted
to serve for the military."
Robinson and the other cadets
may have plenty of beneficiaries
along with the program, but they
also have to work extra hard.
Letzring leads the cadets
on their physical training on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
at 7 a.m. for one hour. The commitment also includes a class
on Tuesday and a Thursday lab,
where the cadets perform their
soldiering skills.
Robinson said they also have
Field Experience Training once
or twice a semester during a
weekend at the cadet's military
post.
"(ROTC] takesagoodchunkof
my time." Robinson said. "I save
Iheothei timefoi schoolwork."

R0TC

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for iho
complete blotter list

UNION
From Page 1

finalized
"Nereis not anything new from
the Iwiard," Kielmeyer said. "We
arc just Ionising on getting hack
to the bargaining table."
Union president Jeremy Davics
hopes the negotiating table is
mote fruitful than it lias been for
the past 5 months.
' Hie biggest [economic] problem is the same issue of three years
ago." Davics said. "We are just trying to gel |ourwages| to average."
Dairies said University administrators refer to themselves as the
"work horse of the University,"
and deserve die bigger raises as a
resuh of this. He said the unions
perspective is that "we an- a team
from students to administrators
and deserve just compensation."
Though a strike is not a likely
scenario at this point. Davies said
U'iegand has already contacted
the Ohio State Highway lvatrol to
step in. in the event of one.
"I am kind of shocked that the
University would do that when we
are slill at the bargaining table,"

and say 'that's what I'd like to be
in two years.' or 'what he's done
is what I inspire to do,'" let/ring
said.
Another attribute letzring
said Robinson may be looked up
to for is the fact he had previous
experience before entering into
the program.
Robinson went to Lorain
Southview High School, which
has a junior ROTC program.
While this program was not
allowed to focus on any kind
of military, it instead dealt with
the discipline and citizenship

aspect
"I think he probably came
in from that realm a little more
experienced and he understood
basic aspects when it comes to
the military," Letzring said.
While Robinson is an example
of leadership in the program,
letzring said ROTC is "the best
leadership course on campus."
"YbU come into the program,
you start out at the base level,
you learn from your upperclass leaders and as you develop
through the program you continually take on a higher degree
of leadership roles," Letzring
said. "It's a learning-by-doing
program."
Robinson said the leadership
skill is a plus but he also likes the

night, Hoffman said, just as
it's important to use the same
laundry detergent and soap.
Allergic reactions can break
out when students change
products.
Students who attended
found the event helpful.
"It was interesting to hear,"
freshman Pat Hayes said.
T didn't really think about
a lot of the stuff," added freshman Oeavin Bowser.
Hoffman said the event
focused on bringing to light
some issues that may come up
in the future.
"Hopefully people communicate and talk about it,"
Hoffman said. "You don't need
break to be a big blow out."

BREAK
From Page 1
Role-playing helped to drive
some of these points home,
with Hoffman playing a domineering mother and the Students playing themselves.
Students were also encouraged to think about possibly
doing old chores.
Their responses, Hoffman
said, were key to how all future
breaks could go.
Sleep, food and illness were
also mentioned as important
to remember.
It's important to get the
same amount of sleep every

agencies that had experienced similar

CITY
BRIEF

break-re.
Ewlence linking Hightower to the breakin was located in the car he was driving

AT&T break-in
suspect arrested

when he was arrested on Sep. 13 for driving
under suspension He was cam/ing a concealed weapon at the time of the arrest

Timothy Hightowet. 25, of Toledo was
Hightower was also charged with drug

attested yesteiday lot his involvement<i a
Aug 18 bteakingandenteting incident at

trafficking behind Kamikazes on Aug 7 and
was arrested on Aug. 31 for assault

AT&T on Mail Street

It Tony Hetnck was unsure whether or

Bowling Green Police began to suspect
Hightower after receiving leads from area

not Hightowet had posted bail at the time
of the release.

Davies said.
The police union is die only
union on rumpus and has been
active since the earty 1990s according to the Pact-Finders report
and both sides have stressed that
they are working very hard to get
the situation resolved so normal
police operations can continue
uninterrupted.

Check us out online at:

mviy.bgftews.com

Letzring said along with the
minimum of three days a week
for physical training, an hour of
class and an hour of lab per week,
the rest is up to the cadets.
"Then it pretty much goes the
sky is the limit, however much
you want to immerse yourself
in the program," Letzring said.
"The more you immerse yourself, the more leadership opportunities you have to learn."
Letzring also said the seniors
have to commit more time to
the program. They have a staff
meeting every Tuesday morning
at 7 a.m. and they have to set
aside their own time to develop
training for the underclassmen.
Letzring said time management is kev to being part of
ROTC.
"It's the most important
resource you get," Letzring
said. "Once you spend it, you
never get it back, so manage it
properly."
Along with ROTC class, his
other classes, physical training
and drill practice, Robinson
said he likes to enjoy college life
just like any other student.
Robinson said when he's not
doing something for school or
ROTC, he enjoys playing the
guitar and watching comedy
movies.
"I just kind of try to relax."
Robinson said.
Robinson has made the commitment to ROTC throughout

ABC

From Page 2

ing a hus lour as a way to get out
and hear what voters have to say
about the relative issues.
But Gibson jokes that he has
learned nothing, saying most or
what he has heard in Ohio has
reinforced predictions he already
had about what is on the minds
ol voters.
"When we started out, I thought
people's concerns |would| probably be evenly divided by national
security and the economy when
we first conceived of this two and
a half months ago, and yet nobody
has mentioned national security,"
he said.
While in Bowling Green,
Gibson touched on an issue
particularly relevant to college
students. During the broadcast,
he talked about student loans.
The broadcast included footage
from his discussion earlier in the
day with a political science class
comprised of freshmen who
spoke directly about this issue.
"They are worried about
whether money will be there for
college loans to get them through
four years, and that expresses
some lack of faith in the system,"
he said.
Although students do worry
about student loans, many were
excited to see a major network
news anchor on their campus.
Hundreds lined up behind the
World News Tonight set to catch
a glimpse of Gibson, applauding
as he made his entrance before

DEBATE
From Page 1
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OIL CHANGE

$000
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include* oil Miter, oil change with up to 5 qts. of
quality motor oil, chassis lube and tire rotation.
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20 OFF
ANY SERVICE
PERFORMED

tant to reform the giant benefit programs such as Medicare. Medicaid
and Social Security.
"My friends, we are not going to
be able to provide the same benefit for present-day workers that
present-day retirees have today,"
he said, although he did not elaborate.
The two men also competed to
demonstrate their qualifications
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Bowling Green
(419) 353-2444

1087 S. Main Street
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Next to Pizza Hut
Mon. - Fri. 8:00am - 6:00pm • Sat. 8:00am - 4:00pm
www.tufry.com

lounge is where they spend most of their time domg woiking on homewotk and business foi
the ROTC.

his four years and plans on
utilizing his gained skills and
knowledge for his future.
He plans to graduate from
the University and become a
Lieutenant for the National
Guard for about five and a
half years. He then plans to
the 6:30 p.m. broadcast.
"This was really well done and
impressive," senior Kevin Clark
said after he watched Gibson's
broadcast.
Many think broadcasting
ABC's newscast will help increase
the awareness of the University.
Most in attendance stood
quiedy on the sidelines while
Gibson spoke on the air. But one
rowdy observer began heckling
the anchor with shouts of, "I love
Fox News!" and "You're a bully,
Charlie! I love Sarah Palin!"
"You can't be in a big publicplace and not expect people to
do that sort of thing," said Tom
Nagorski, senior producer for
World News Tonight.
Following the debate, Gibson
was live on the air with 12 students, some Democratic, some
Republican and some undecided, who gave their opinions on
how they felt from what they
saw.
"It was awesome" said junior
Brinany Fiffick in reference to
being with Gibson during the
debates. "It was an honor to represent the University."
Fiffick was chosen out of about
50 students who were screened
by die University to take part
in the post-debate broadcast,
according to Dave Kielmeyer.
senior communications director
for the University.
One of the panelists, senior
lacob Smith of the Firelands
campus, found out Monday
night that he had been selected
after he was nominated by the
Dean of the Firelands college.
as refonners at a time voters are
clamoring for change.
McCain accused Obama of
being the Senate's second-highest
recipient of donations from individuals at lannie Mae and Freddie
Mac, the two now-disgraced mortgage industry giants.
"There were some of us who
stood up against it," McCain said
of the lead-up to the financial crisis "There were others who took
a hike."
Obama shot back that McCain's
campaign manager, Rick Davis,

attend graduate school at Tiffin
University full time as well as
obtain a full-time job as a probation officer.
"I love the program and
being in ROTC," Robinson said.
T think this is definitely the
greatest job in America."

^1 . i

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

draw as university and community members
gathered to watch the broadcast

"I was very excited when I
found out," he said.
The panel represented a cross
section of the student body from
graduate students to undergraduates.
"1- think they selected me
because I'm younger and from
a small town and they wanted to
round out the panel," freshman
Maggie l/ing said.
Between the World News
Tonight broadcast and the postdebate coverage, Bowling Green
had a right to be proud yesterday, interim University President
Carol Cartwright said.
"This has been a wonderful
day to showcase the excellence
of BGSU," Cartwright said. "It
put a great spotlight on us and
the community and we rose to
the occasion."
has a stake in a Washington lobbying linn that received thousands of
dollars a month from Freddie Mac
until recently.
Pivoting quickly to show his concern with members of the audience
listening from a few feet away, he
said, "You're not interested in politicians pointing fingers. What you're
interested in is trying to figure out,
how is this going to impact you."
But that didn't stop the two men
from criticizing one another repeatedly as the topics turned to energy,
spending, taxes and health care.
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BIG TO-DO: Gibson and crew were quite a
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(left) talk about homework and classes while hanging out in the Army ROTC lounge. The
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DOWN TIME: Cadet Captain Ricky Robinson (tight) and Cadet Captain Matt Swaney
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Senior Portraits Next Week
DECEMBER AND MAY GRADUATES Schedule Today at myseniorportrait.com
Sessions are October 13-17 Black Swamp Pub
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GET A LIFE
8 am - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #3: "Collection I"
1JO and 151 Union

11 am -12 pm
FYSS Series: Learning
Behaviors

CAMPUS
BRIEF

IIS Union

The complainant reported receiving a
call from a collection agency saying that
she owed money to T-Mobile.

11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
V3: Variations in Vision &

During the call, she was advised that
two separate lines were opened in her
name in Dayton in February 2007. but the
complainant reported she never lived in
Dayton.

Video
Fine Arts Center

1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
FYSS Series: LGBTandlT
SIS Union

UP WE GO, DOWN WE GO
«.

Student reports cell
phone stolen
According to a University police report,
a student is facing a cell phone bill of
approximately $800 that she claims is the
result of identity theft

Wednesday October 8.2008 3
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T-Mobile advised the student to contact
the police department to file a report
because they could not release information
as to where the account was opened
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UP. DOWN: Members of the Delta Sigma Pi. senior David Koch and junior Mario Pulling, spend an hour on the teeter-tottei outside the Union on Tuesday evening The business fraternity teeter-tottered from 9 a.m. Monday until 9 p.m. Tuesday in an effort to raise money for Relay For Life.

King and Queen are crowned
Students proud of position because of honorable recognition
By K«lly M*ti
Reporter

BEARDLY CREATIVE: James de Biueys. a LSU student, is growing his beard for the
World Beard and Moustache championships m May.

Competition gets
for one bearded man
By Ashl*y Norsworthy
U-Wire

For some students, excessive
facial hair is a nuisance. But
for one LSU student, it's a work
of art.
James de Brueys, anthropology junior and bartender at The
Chimes, has a particular side
interest, and it's one of the few
that includes sideburns.
De Brueys plans to participate in the World Beard and
Moustache Championships in
May, and he's already prepping
for the competition.
"I really like growing facial
hair," de Brueys said. "It's a
hobby."
Held every two years, the
2009 Championships will be in
Anchorage, Ala. Last year it was
sponsored by the Handlebar
Club and held in Brighton,
England. The first event was held
in Germany in 1990.
Beard Team USA, hosting this
year's competition, has several
local chapters around the country. The different groups host
social events and drink beer.
"I just joined the Beard Team
USA," de Brueys said. "I had to
send this guy an e-mail, and he
asked me for my name and now
I'm a member."
Competitors will come
from places like Germany,
Switzerland, Italy and the U.S.,
all of which have many beard
clubs.
There are several different
beard and moustache categories, such as Dali moustache and
Beard Freestyle.

"I'm working on a fleur de
lis," said de Brueys, who styles
his mustache with wax. "1
might even go in for a moustache freestyle. I have a long
time to let it grow."
The competition has few
restrictions.
"You can't dye your hair or do
checkerboards," de Brueys said.
"But in general, the world is your
oyster. You just beard it up."
Once in Anchorage, de
Brueys and a few friends will
spend the week with other
beard connoisseurs.
"Evidentlytherewillbeabeard
parade |for the competitors!," de
Brueys said. "But we will also
drink beer and eat bratwurst by
a mine shaft."
The newly formed Australian
beard team, the Australian
Bushrangers, will bring a piece
of home to the competition.
"A band from Australia called
the Beards will play," de Brueys
said. They are described as a
band who "plays songs about
beards for people with beards."
De Brueys said the Germans
are traditionally the biggest competition.
"Idefinitelywanttomakethisa
bunch of Southern boys going up
to Alaska to show those Germans
what for," de Brueys said.
De Brueys said he gets a lot
of attention from his extreme
tactics with his beard.
"At school when people pass
by me, they'll start cracking up
laughing," de Brueys said. "I
don't care, honestly, as long as
it makes people laugh at me or
with me."

With crowns atop Iheil heads,
seniors Preston Reillyand Michelle
Doyle will continue' to be anilxissadors to the University all year as
HomeconiingKingandQueen.
Their duties arc not many, sakl
Reilty.aixlahlioughthctitk'means
so much to him, just being placed
on court was an accomplishment
in itself.
"Being put on Homecoming
Court means you have done
some significant things on this
campus," he said. "To be nominated by a peer, professor, or
faculty/staff member is really an
amazing feeling."
Doyle said in the past, the King
and Queen had to complete a service project while reigning, but this
year tin.' top 20 on 1 lomecoming
Court completed a collaborative
philanthropy for the living I lorse
Farms Camp.
But the title of King and Queen
goes past Homecoming game and
the week prior.
It is a position they must
hold with pride until the next
King and Qucenare crowned,
said Reilly. Next year, they will
come back to BGSU to crown

the 2009-10 royalty.
"Being crowned means supporting everything that has to do
with BGSU and truly setting an
example for other students," he
Said, "1 think the King and Queen
Should continue to remain visible
on campus and continue doing
whatever they have done to earn
the award."
And both Keilry and Doyle arc
very involved on campus and will
continue to represent and be an
cmlxxlimenl of what it means to
bea BGSU Falcon.
"Being a Palcon to me means
to follow the core values of the
University," said Doyle Keilry said
being a Falcon means so much to
him because lie has gotten such
an education in and out of the
ekissroom and he woukl not have
received that honor al any other
institution.
"Being an involved student is
why I'm here at BGSU." he said.
"And other students should feel
the same."
"They say college is supposed to
be the best 4,5,6 years of your life
and others should make tlxin that
way," Reilly said. "Do something
you may never get the chance to do
ENOCH WU
■■■'
again, But above all, don't forget to
SUPRISE ROYALTY: Seniors Michelle Doyle and Preston Reilly are crowned as
have fun during your time lierc."

'■
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Homecoming King and Queen during the football game last weekend at The Doyt.
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"It was an accident of geography."
- Charles Gibson, ABC World News Tonight anchor,
on why ABC World News Tonight chose to film at BGSU [see story, pg. 1].
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Finish this sentence: I feel creepy when...

"Guys wear skinny

"I chase after Charlie

"People are staring

"Random people

leans."

Gibson when he gets

at me."

Faceboolt me."
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Have your own take on

off his tour bus."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor
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I have voted already. Last
Thursday when I got up in the
morning I got in my car, drove
to the Board of Elections and
voted.
Voting early provides many
benefits to busy students like
me. The option of voting early
is beneficial for people with
busy Tuesdays who do not
have a lot of extra time to go
vote, impatient people who
do not want to wait in long
lines or people that do not
want to brave bad weather,
which is likely on a November
day in Ohio.
My Tuesdays are packed
this semester and I would not
have been able to vote unless
I was able to vote early. I work
two shifts on Tuesdays,*go to
class and come in to work on
The BG News all during that
time period that I would normally go vote. I am not the
only college student that has
a job while being a full-time
student, and most students
do not just stop there. With

feedback at bgnews.com

Early voting best for those dedicated to their

students

candidates, swing-voters best wait for Election Day

"While the number
is still not known,
other voters gave
up and left before
voting."
over 300 student organizations on campus, students
keep themselves rather busy.
A common problem with
going to the polls on Election
Day is the lines. Since I have
never voted before, 1 do not
know from firsthand experience, but the Associated Press
stated that "voters waited
hours to cast their ballots."
While the number is still not
known, other voters gave up
and left before voting. Early
voting helps not only shorten
the lines but it also provides
people with the opportunity
to vote with little to no line.
When I went to vote I was at
the Board of Elections for 20
minutes and 15 of that was
spent voting.
In previous elections the
SeeFOGLEIPaqeS

focusing off campus
I would like to compliment
Sean I.utzman on an almostneutral editorial about (he
College Republicans, His speculation on the lack of publicity
from the McCain-Palm campaign on campus is partially
correct. However, if someone
is going to be the mouthpiece
for the College Republicans,
I think it is fair that the person come from the source, not
their friendly rival.
I would like to clear up some
misconceptions about the
College Republicans and their
role with the McCain campaign. First, our lack of visibility on campus can be contributed to the fact that we are
spending a larger majority of
our time in the town of Bowling
Green and surrounding areas.
As in previous years, our club
maintains close ties with the
Ohio Republican Party and we
do a great deal of work for our
local candidates as well. This
not only demands the attention of the University, but with
Bowling Green, Perrysburg,

a quest»on? Give us your

works

This is the first no-fault absentee
voting (or often referred to as early
voting! for a residential election
iti Ohio, but that isn't a reason for
everyone to jump the gun and rush
to the County Courthouse
I Jist Wednesday's article "College
Democrats Host Sleepover at
Courthouse Square" was an informative piece, but missed some
important points Here's one registered Independents perspective
and findings on the whole thing
1 lere are some of the pros. It is
convenient for those who don't
have the time to stand in long lines
during the 13 hour spiin of voting
on Nov. 4.This will also in Han make
shorter lines for everyone else.
Another advantage of this format
is that it basically makes the Ejection
I>ay stretch to 36 days, lor presidential candidates, this allows them
to "lock-in" their most dedicated

Weston, Luckey, etc.
Students might not notice us
on campus, but they can see
us knocking on doors and asking if they are supporting John
McCain. They may also talk to
us on the phone posing the
same questions. If our students
make a trip to Perrysburg they
can even find the McCain 2008
headquarters, where we chose
our local command center.
It was correct to assume the
College Republicans know how
to pick our battles by focusing
on other populations besides
young people. Believe it or not,
there is more out there than we
are exposed to on campus: people who pay taxes, have families and support lohn McCain.
They do not have (he Obama
campaign shoved down their
throats or endorsed by their
favorite celebrities. They also
are not attacked on a regular
basis by their bosses (our professors) and local newspaper
for their beliefs. Thus, it does
make more sense we shift our
focus on a demographic that
See DIEPENBROCK | Page 5

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

"[Local and state candidates] will have
to choose to either send
their message out right away or wait until
just before Election Day."
voters and focus their last minute
efforts on the supposed "swing-voters." This will heavily influence tlie
way politicians nui ads, focusing on
strong supporters with early advertisements and targeting independents towards the end.
What The BG News article didn't
point out was the political battle
just to have this option for citizens.
Allowing early wring took action
by a federal district court, a federal appeals court, and the Ohio
Supreme Court. Ohio Republicans
fought vehemently to stop the
decision by lennifer Brunner, the
Democratic secretary of state, from
allowing early voting
There are some reasons to think
twice about voting carry, the biggest
is knowing the candidates. Between
now and Nov. 4, a lot can happen.

just before Election Day. This in
turn causes problems, as one candidate's sole message sent out right
now could be countered in the next
few weeks, leaving the candidate no
time or resources to respond.
Many local issues will reflect
this. The Ohio Issue 6 gambling
controversy is a good example.
MyOhioNow, the grassroots organization who delivered the 800,(XX)
signatures necessary to get the item
on tills year's ballot, will have to
decide a careful plan of advertising. Whereas before they would
have put all their campaigning in
the last few weeks and days before
Election Day, now they have to
make difficult decisions. Do they
put all their efforts into those early
voters but risk the American Policy
Houndtable, the opposition advocacy group a month of isolated
time to rebuttal?
What could very likely happen is
voter remorse. Those independents
and "swing-voters" that vote carry
could learn something down the

With the economic crisis ever
changing seeing how Sens lohn
McCain and Barack Obama react
and vote on the situation will be
a major part of the campaign. If
you had voted on the first day of
cariy voting, you would not have
seen how Gov. Palin performed on
the vice presidential debate. With
one more presidential debate and
any of a number of issues that can
happen between now and Nov.
4, why vote when you dont know
everything?
Another problem is local candidates and issues. While the
presidential candidates have the
finances to campaign for months,
local and state candidates do not.
Many of these individuals will have
to choose to either send their message out right away or wait until

See CHICK | Page 5

Other than hot flashes, menopause isn't too bad

College Republicans
EMILY DIEPENBROCK I GUf ST COLUMNIST

KEVIN OGRADY,
Senior.
Digital Arts

CHRIS JACKSON.
Freshman,
Musk Education

SARASWISHER.
Junior.
Theater

DETRICH BURGESS.
Sophomore,
HDFS

Editors' note: Lori continues from lust week to tell the
story of her personal battle
with IIPV in order to educate
women about health issues.
The first four installments of
this series can be found online
at www.bgnews.com.
1 was still weighing my
options: Hysterectomy or
Zoladex? Did I really even
want to have children?
And what about the shot?
What were the long term effects
ofZoladex?
So I did what any person
would do. I did my homework.
Hysterectomies, of course, are
permanent. There would be no
going back to what I was before.
I thought about the children
that 1 would never have. I would
never experience the sensation
of feeling life kicking out, letting
me know it is there inside me. I
would never experience a woman's greatest gift. 1 would be like
a car with no gas: empty.
Zoladex was technically only
approved by the FDA for six
months, and most health insurance would only cover one year's
worth of injections.
The side effects that came
with Zoladex were hot flashes, reduced bone density and
irritability.
Menopause.
The result of the shots would

mean that I would have to drink
a lot of milk and take lots of calcium supplements to balance
out the calcium that would be
extracted from my bones. No
calcium means brittle bones.
I'd be a 27-year-old with osteoporosis if I didn't take care of
myself.
I looked at Brady. He nodded.
He knew that I had made my
decision.
Zoladex.
As I mentioned last time, the
way Zoladex is injected is by
spraying the area just above the
pubic hairline with a very cold
spray. It numbs the area quickly,
and replaces cold with a gentle
heat. The "gun" mechanism is
reminiscent of a "tagging" gun.
Once the area is as numb as
possible, the needle is inserted and a loud click means
the trigger is pulled and the
Zoladex has been distributed
near the ovaries. The best time
to get your first shot is either
one week before your period,
or just after your menstrual
cycle. I had my first one just a
few days before my menstrual
cycle, and it was perfect timing. My cramps were starting
and within a few hours after
the shot, the pain subsided.
There is a little soreness
afterwards, but that's in small
comparison to the bruising
that occurs from the shot. Dr.
Detrick's nursing staff assured
me that in a week it would be
gone, and that most women
who get the injection will bruise
as well.
The Aetna student insurance
plan, through the University,
covers most of the cost of the

"When I say 'hot flashes,' I should say
'horrendously unstoppable amounts of
sweat and heat will pour out of my body and
make me feel like I am in my own personal
safari expedition' hot flashes."
shot; however, I have to pay
around $110 a month out-ofpocket.
It made me nauseous to pay
that. The bills were already piling up from the surgery. St.
Luke's Hospital. The individual
doctors. The anesthesiologist.
Each drug they used (whether
they worked or not, i.e. nausea).
Anything and everything that
they could possibly bill me for,
they did. Within two months of
being out from under the knife, I
had spent just over $3,000 of my
own money to cover the 25 percent of the surgery that wasn't
covered under insurance.
Despite my worry over the
bills, I started to encounter
another foe. More annoying than any period, and less
predictable.
My hot flashes.
When I say "hot flashes," 1
should
say "horrendously
unstoppable amounts of sweat
and heat will pour out of my
body and make me feel like 1
am in my own personal safari
expedition" hot flashes.
Most of the time they come
completely out of no where.
I'll be partaking in some random activity, nothing that
would cause my blood pressure to rise or my tempera-

ture to shoot up, but in that
moment of just realizing that it
might be warm, my body goes
into overdrive and I explode in
a fury of heat and sweat.
Then I get cold.
Then hot.
Cold again.
Hot.
Cold.
Damn it, hot again!
It has been almost 4 months
now since 1 received that first
shot of Zoladex, and in that
time, I haven't had a menstrual
cycle or a single cramp. The
hot flashes are still as rampant
as ever, but I'm getting slightly
more accustomed to them. My
boyfriend makes the joke that
when I have a hot flash, I'm
actually at the temperature that
normal people are.
In those 4 months, I was worrying about if the surgery had
taken care of everything. I didn't
want to go through all of that
again anytime soon.
I met with Dr. Detrick just
about a week ago as a follow up
to my surgery.
I was nervous.
Dr. Detrick came in, and with
the same Pap-test that had
started me on this long path
See WEBER | PageS
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weather has not been too great.
Rain, hail, sleet, snow and ice
are not uncommon conditions in Ohio on Election Day.
Personally, 1 would not want to
drive or walk to my polling location if I might get frostbite on the
way there. I probably still would,
but knowing my immune system, I would probably be sick
for the rest of November. People
go out less in bad weather and
voting is not an excepUon.

CHICK
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line that would change their mind
but it would be too late The same
will likely occur when local candidates and issues arc brought suddenly to the forefront. Some of the
major campaigning for local issues
may not happen until the end of
the election cycle.
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But to each pro, there is a con.
Voting early means that I did
not have as much information
about the local candidates as I
would if I voted in November.
But that's only because I decided to vote at the very beginning
of October, whereas someone
who waits until Oct. 30 to vote
would have more knowledge of
the local candidates.
Many things could happen
between Oct. 2 and Nov. 4; Sen.
John McCain could do something really awesome, like get a
new vice presidential candidate,
or Sen. Barack Obama could

make a decision that changes
my views completely.
While I am very confident
and satisfied with my vote, I can
understand how some swingvoters may not be so confident.
Even though I fully support voting early, I do not think someone should vote before they are
ready. But I do suggest that once
you are ready, that you should
vote early so that you can guarantee your ballot gets cast.

While everyone may be energetic
to show their support to a particular
presidential candidate, maybe they
should wait to see what will happen in the next month and make
sure they understand the local
issues. These local issues that often
effect people more than national
elections, arc often lost amidst the
presidential election. Take time to
learn about all these issues and
candidates and make an informed

decision on Election Day.
Election Day is going to he historic Why skip being a pan of history? Being more informed, aware
of the issues, and knowledgeable
of the latest occurrences in politics
and the nation isn't a detriment. I
know I'll be there in line.

-Respond to Ashley at
thenews9bgnews.com.

-Respond to Ongat

theneuK/Sbfpteu&com.

from pain to physical understanding and awareness, I
was cleared of HPV and precancerous cells. If it wasn't for
the tissue-paper sheet draped
over me, I would have kicked
out some wicked 90's dance
moves in celebration.
I was free and clear, at least
for now. Dr. Detrick informed
me that I would need a Paptest every six months to watch
my cells progress. No one
wanted me to be back in the
same position that I was in.
As for the endomctriosis. that
will be handled for now while
1 take the Zoladex. Dr. Detrick
said that even though the EDA
recommends no longer than
six months on the shot, the
doctor has a patient that has
been on it for five years.
I will continue to take
Zoladex monthly until the
time comes that I want to
have a child. To prevent the
collection of bad blood and
inflamed lesions caused by
the endometrial cells, the shot
will stop just long enough to
get pregnant. After the baby
is born, I will have the option
of continuing on Zoladex or
deciding on the final outcome:
a hysterectomy.
But for now, I can rest
assured that pain is not normal anymore. 1 can finally plan
a future of bouncing babies
and birthing pains, without
the added side effect of my
body getting in the way.
-Respond to Lori at
thenewsdHjgnews.coin.
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Economic downturn makes jobs scarce for graduating seniors

we can actually win.

The suggestion we are motivated more by our hatred for
Obama than it is for faith in
McCain is a good guess, but not
entirely accurate. While it is true
that the College Republicans
(and others) on campus are terrified by the thought of Obama
becoming our next president,
we also have faith in our presidential nominee. It may be true
that some of us were not McCain
supporters in the beginning, but
most, including myself, have
come around.
In a nation so divided on their
beliefs, we truly need someone
who can work with both sides.
Although Barack Obama might
claim that he will bring unity,
it is hard to believe considering
he has the most liberal voting
record in the entire Senate (that
is, if he chooses to cast a vote at
all). On the other hand, McCain
has proven he is a maverick and
works with both Democrats and
Republicans. He even suggests
appointing members from both
parties to his cabinet. While
many had hoped for a more
conservative nominee, McCain
has pleasantly exceeded our
expectations.
The suggestion we have given
up on winning the election is
absolutely not true and we will
work harder than ever to continue to campaign for our candidate. However I do agree that if
the Democrats win this election,
and fail to regain control of this
nation, it should be a very easy
victory for the Republican Party
in 2012.
On a final note, I have come
across a number of college students and faculty outside of the
College Republicans who do
not believe Obama should be
the next president of the United
States. I strongly urge them to
make their feelings heard, and
know that they can make a difference, lust because we are
college students does not mean
we have to be a Democrat or
vote for Obama. I challenge the
McCain supporters on campus
to stand up for those beliefs and
know that their voice will be
heard and that they can make a
difference.
-Diepenbrock is a Junior
and Treasurer of the College
Republicans. Respond to her at
thenews@bgnews.com.

By Charles Mangiardi
U-Wire

The potential implications of the
current economic crisis became
clearest to me last Monday as I
was riding the bus home.
The House of Representatives
had just failed to pass the bailout
bill (merely delaying its enactment until Friday), and for the
first time since the economy
began unraveling last year, I saw
some real concern among my
peers: News of the bill's defeat
was spreading through the bus
like wildfire, and people were
nervous for what tomorrow
would bring.
"Just our luck that this
happens our senior year,"
one acquaintance of mine

said to his friend.
And it's tnie. Who knows how
many of our seniors had Internships with Lehman Brothers
or Merrill Lynch this summer?
Anybody who got an offer out of
the experience is now starting at
square one.
With tens of thousands of
people with professional finance
experience now looking for jobs,
the market sure can't be that
great for a 22-year-old college
graduate. Even if the jobs are out
there to be had, they're not likely
to be paying the starting salary
many CSOMers hope for.
But it's not just our business
students who are in trouble.
The New York Times recently
reported that nonprofit organizations are facing major trouble:

it seems that those greedy Wall
Street pigs actually donate huge
sums of money io all sorts of
organizations.
The personal foundation of
Richard Euld, the vilified Lehman
CEO, gave away about $5 million
in 2006. Sure, that's a small portion of the S45 million he was
getting to run the linn into the
ground, but any organization
tbat depended on that funding
is about to face major cutbacks.
What does it all mean?
Ironically enough, in a time of
severe trouble for millions of
Americans (and people around
the world), our service-oriented
seniors may not have so easy a
time finding an organization to
volunteer with.
Programs that used to have

dire need for volunteers may
not exist anymore as nonprofits
are forced to trim their budgets.

And try finding a permanent job.
even for $20,000 a year, with a
charitable organization or NGO.
For that matter, try finding
any job, anywhere, in any field.
Odds are you'll be competing
with people five to 10 years older
than you, with more experience
and better recommendations.
But that's not the worst of
the crisis for us. lor many people, merely returning to school
next year may be a struggle.
Who knows how many families were among those tens of
thousands who lost their Wall
Street income this month or
will in the near future (my
guess: more than a few).

More importantly, who knows
how many kids who depend on
loans won't be able to get any
next year?
The agency I depended on
for my own loans, MEFA, was
not able to release funds until
mid-September after major
banks nationwide stopped
lending to them.
And that's a government agency; private banks, even with the
bailout, are likely to continue
to constrict their lending in the
coming months (the bailout
merely assures that they'll lend
some money to some people).
Many of us could find ourselves
in serious trouble next fall (or
even this spring), whether we're
still in college or trying to start
graduate school.

Magic eight-ball would've debated better than Gov. Palin
DylbmHart
U-Wre

Hollow, scripted and uninformed.
These were the three words that
first came to mind as I watched
that horrendous spectacle known
as the vice presidential debate.
Questions were avoided and
meaningless statements were
thrown out The culprit? Alaska
Gov. Sarah Palin. Her responses
had less foundation than a blanket
on a McDonald's ball pit.
)oe Six- Packs, hockey moms,
and early 90s Tom Cruise
Flicks (see "Maverick" in "Top
Gun")—one could have found

Life.
T)rfi,WiH(j
J
CLASSES

Thursday, Oct. 16
6:30 - 8:30pm, Room 311
sponsored by

'B*,~~Cij*U Act} 9r~u

more insightful responses from
a Magic Eight-Ball. It doesn't
matter what the question was,
the responses popped up with
complete irrelevance.
The scary part of debate analyses is that 41 percent of Americans
believe Sarah Palin won the debate.
She may hare coveted the figurative "spread," but this spread was
wider than if the Dallas Cowboys
played the Minnesota Golden
Gophers.
We shouldn't lower our expectations for individual candidates.
Every politician should be held to
the same golden standard regardless of his or her IQ or educational

background. The American public is charged with the rcsponsibility of hiring the best possible
candidates to run the country
We simply cannot afford to judge
the applicants to the position on
uneven grounds. The task handed
to us is too Important.
The low-point of the night came
when PaHn attributed climate
change to the "cyclical changes''
of our planet's weather. Cyclical
changes? "If you don't understand what the cause is, it's virtually impossible to come up with
a solution." retorted U.S. Sen. |oe
Biden, D-Dcl. I agree with Biden's
response and believe the continu-

ous use of "Drill baby drill!" is a
verbal slap in the lace of the solution to our environmental crisis.
When asked about John
McCain's foreign policy credentials. Palin responded that McCain
would be able to vvi n a war because
"he knows what evil is." This vague
response is not what we need to
hear from a vice president. Every
elected official should be able to
recognize the difference between
"good" and "evil," albeit subjectively. The question in this election
is who will weigh all the options
and make the best choice possible. Palin either fails to realize this
or was too busy reading the script

on her podium.

Additionally, I was uneasy with
comments such as, "Doggone-it.
Heck. Than you go. Joe!" I realize
that the governor was trying to
appeal to'Main Street" Americana,
but dumbing down rhetoric only
weakened her stance. Where was
the real response? A vice-presidential candidate is one step away
from the actual presidency, and I
don't think I'm asking too much
in expecting an answer with some
substance. If the American public casts their vote based on the
use of popular expressions and
dumbed-down rhetoric, a bleak
future awaits.

Being single and pregnant
is tough

located at 1 N. River KM
the old Waterville Primary School,
to the left of the Rt. 64
bridge into town|
Pre-reglstration t$ rwctaary.
ftooM call 419-349-2626 or
visit www.bounHfuIarts.com

I

ognews.com • « , • •
Visit www.bgnews.com
To Register To Win!
You could win a two night
stay and breakfast for four
at the Hilton Garden Inn
Toledo/Perrysburg.
will be chow, on October 11, 2008

I Hilton

I Garden
Inn*
Toledo/ Perrysburg

419-354-4673

vmw.bgpc.org
1-800-395-HELP
www.knowledge is empowering.com
Foundation
for

L?fi
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Freshmen
having
immediate
impact
By Bill Bordawlck
Reporter

A void was left on the men's golf team
when senior captain Jace Walker
graduated last spring.
This left Matt Schneider and
lohn Powers as the only players
on the team with any tournament
experience.
BG knew they weren't going to win
many tournaments if Powers and
Schneider were the only ones producing — and that's why Parker Hewit
and Drew Preston are so important.
Hewit and Preston are the newcomers on the team this season and
both have made immediate impacts
despite this being their first semester
on campus as freshmen.
"I'm really excited," said BG coach
Garry Winger about the potential
of the two young stars. "For two
freshmen to come in and do as
well as they have done, and with
the numbers we have this season, to throw them right into it
— I'm excited about the future
of this team."
The two players impacts have
already been seen on the tournament scoreboards.
Preston, playing in his first
collegiate tournament, finished at two over par at the
Rutherford Intercollegiate.
That score was good enough
to place Preston in a tie for third
overall.
"It was awesome to get off to that
start — being my first tournament
ever," Preston said of his initial 54
holes as a collegiate. "I don't think
I've ever hit the ball that well for a
three-day tournament."
While Preston stormed out of
the gate, it took Hewit some time to
straighten out his tee shots.
Wayward drives cost Hewit in the
first couple tournaments, but the
freshman figured it out at the recently completed Cardinal Intercollegiate
in which he finished in a tie with
Powers for the best individual Falcon
performances.
"One of the big things for me
has been trying to control my distance," Hewit said. "Get it more
dialed in on accuracy and not just
sheer distance."
Hewit mentioned that accuracy
off the tee was one of things that
Coach Winger stressed to him after
the first couple tournaments.
Accuracy is important for
Hewit because he is one of the
longer hitters on the team.
"Parker hits the ball a mile — he's
a beast off the tee," Preston said of
his freshman counterpart. "It's nice
to have another freshman alongside
of you to share some things with — I
think we've both done pretty well."
The most important aspect of
Preston and Hewit coming and playing so well is that it take some of
See GOLF | Page 8

Following an unexpected lossiniheir MidAmerican Conference
opener io Eastern
Michigan, the Falcon
football team is looking to rebound this
weekend at Akron.
After dropping last
weekend's game in
the final minute and
committing a plethora
of mental errors that
resulted in 80 yards of
penalties, the Falcons
will have to rethink their
game plan going into
Akron.
"Every game we play
the rest of the way is
going to be like (hat one,"
coach Gregg Brandon
said to his team following the loss. "They're
going to be tough, physical games that may
come down to a play
or two at the end of the
game.
See PREVIEW | Page 8

Netters set
for weekend
matches
Scan Shapiro
Reporter

Williams (bottom right) is
one of the most dynamic
kick returners in the nation.
He currently sits fourth in the
NCAA with an average of 53
yards per kick return

ROOTOWN'S FINEST

After their toughest home stand
of the season, BG hits the road
Friday for another extended road
trip.
BG will head to Buffalo and
Akron for meetings with two
of MAC East's worst teams.
Combined, the two teams have a
total of 12 wins, the same as BG
in half as many matches.
At 1-3 in the MAC, Akron is
coming off a weekend in which
they picked up their lone win
of the season in Buffalo before
falling to Toledo one night later.
Despite Akron's early season
struggles they have been a good
passing team led by junior Kara
Smith who is ranked twenty seventh nationally in the NCAA with
10.82 assists a set.
Following a meeting with the
Zips, BG will head to upstate New
York to meet with the Buffalo
Bulls. The Bulls have lost their
last four matches and have struggled to get kills at the net while
See VOLLEY | Page 8
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W«lt wen ft apivofdl
juncture for our far piel
em.«the stanrjngi
rwe ootten a Wttte closer
Everybody's still in the race
for bragging rights This
«e» brings another handlul
o* bghquably games f ea
tumg ranked teams (laying
each other, so enjoy

Akron
n. BG
BG-2
#1 Oklahoma
vs. #5 Texas
OUahonu-;
#3 Missouri
.... **. ■ i
■
V* #17 Oklahoma St
Miaou-M

CHRIS VOLOSCHUK
Sports fdrtof
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Assistattl Sports Editor

CRAIGVANDERKAM
Web Editor

FREDDY HUNT
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Given last week's ugly finish. I
un t imagine the Falcons won't
come into ttn game ready to k<
somebody
BG?8 Akron 10

The Falcons will not go unprepared into another game al
season It starts this weekend in
Akron
BG 51. Akron 21

^sb.gge.|nTe*
e«cept the scoie to this game
Oklahoma «>s

This is a good little match-up I
Oklahoma's offense wil be too
This game is always a good one. I
guess I'll take Oklahoma 'Sooner* much for the Longhorn's defense want to see a BIG upset
than I'd lake a longhom
Everything's bigger in Texas

Oklahoma 24. Texas 14

Oklahoma 38. Tens 31

BG is 0-2 when (he four of us
unanimously pick the Falcons
Hopefily someone picks Akron,
because I am not
BGS5.Ak.on27

1
" 1

1

"7 1

Texas 51. Oklahoma 24

Oklahoma St is good and
desetwig of the* ranlona but
they're still not beating Missouri

Oklahoma State is gem to be
chasing Chase Dane! al up and
down the field.

Minou59.0Hahor«St20

Mlnou 48. Oklahoma St. 21

Minou 52. Oklahoma St. 28

Minou 36. OkUhoma St. 16

H

Tamr-s are always fun to
Mke LSI) because
i homeandlkkeles
Miles
LSU 41. Florida 35

Florida may be the favorite, but a Tim Tebow would probably be
Tiger would beat a Gator any day back in the Heoman race if the
of the week
Gators beat LSU
LSU 21. Florida 10

Florida 31. LSU 28

Michael Jordan went to UNC.
Rudy barely saw the field in the
movie Therefore. Tm gomg vnth
Butch Davis and the Heeh
UNC 25. Notre Damt 10

Tm not at al sold on North
Carolina yet I aho hate Notre
Dame What a dilemma

UNC is a field goal away from
be irtQ undefeated Butch Davis
has done a nice job there.

OhrheluckofnSelrrshldont
kke that SoCal quarterback

Notre Dame 55. UNC 24

UNC 28. Notre Dame 24

UNC 51. Notre Dame 27

Webber International has a
varsity bowling team, which is
impressive Stfl. if JacksonvJIe
loses, they ant suck.
Jacksonville 101. Webber 2

Webber International has a cooler Jacksonville's offense is real good
name, but I can't pick a team that
doesn't even have their season
stats on ESPN com
Jacksonville 84. Webber 3
Jacksonville 42. Webber 27

Webber I love your grills but I
am gomg to have lo go with
J-vile this game

2015

25-10

25-12

1
' "

•

' '

Firth 4
#22 North Carolina
vs. Notre Dame
UNC 75
Jacksonville
vs. Webber Intl
No line avoilaWe
VV#TOT

record

22-15

Jacksonville 42. Webber 17

Bader, Gormley lead Falcons to second
place finish at Huskie Invitational
By Morgan Carlson

H Megan

Bader

Reporter

The University Women's golf
team finished in a tie for second
place at the Huskie Invitational
yesterday—their best finish so far
this season.
After finishing in first place on
Monday, the Falcons fell behind
yesterday, falling one stroke shy
of the top spot. Over 36 holes,
BG carded a 640 (317-323). The
tournament was taken by Loyola
University (327-312—639).
Host
Northern
Illinois
University remained in last place

Finished in a tie for
second at Huskie
Invitational
throughout the tournament
which consisted of five teams.
With an overall score of 156,
sophomoreMeganBaderfinished
in a tie for second, one shot short
of first place (79-77). Sophomore
Megan Gormley finished in a tie
for fifth (77-80—157).
Following Gormley was
Lauren Glew, who tied for tenth

(80-82—162), Marisa Glew (8284-166) and Paula DiFrancesco
(81-85—166) who tied for twentieth. Hannah Lambert tied for
thirteenth as an individual (8678—164).
Up next for the Falcons is a trip
to the 2008 LPGA International in
Daytona Beach, Fla., scheduled
for Oct. 10-11.

I

■

44

Rugby plays
below average
but wins 28-7
By Christopher Rambo
Reporter

THE GUYS WHO ARE TEARING IT UP:

CLINTON PORTIS
While everyone was busy gobbling up
LT and AP in fantasy drafts. Portis has
quietly been one of the top backs this
year. With 514 yards and four touchdowns through five games. Portrs has
scored plenty of points in all leagues.

KYLE ORTON
Who would ve imagined that Orton
would be among the top quarterbacks
come week six? Given his last three
week s play where he has thrown for
801 yards and seven touchdowns.
consider him a viable fantasy option

RODDY WHITE
White had a slow start to the season.
but he and rookie quarterback Matt
Ryan have hooked up quite a bit lately.
In the past three weeks, White has a
total of 541 yards as well as two touchdowns.

GIANTS DEFENSE
The base stat categories for defense
make the Giants look like a weak
choice: one fumble recovery, one interception and 15 sacks, However. New
York has only allowed 49 points, tops in

The rugby A-side ran their
record to6-0witha28-7viclory
over Purdue, Saturday. In what
was far from their finest showing, the Falcons overcame an
array of self-inflicted wounds
as well as a tenacious effort
by the Boilermaker defense on
their way to securing the win.
"We werea little sloppy today,"
said coach Tony Mazzarella.
"We did not do a good job of
catching the ball, and also had
too many penalties."
The Falcons appeared to
be in full control after they
scored to go up 21-7 with
27:46 remaining in the game.
However Purdue, refusing to
roll over, repelled numerous
attempts by Bowling Green to

See RUGBY | Page 8
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SaillB's is different because
inrnTstesolutely laid-back
setting, it consistently serves
the best food between
Toledo & Columbus-and at
bargain basement prices,.."

44
45
46
49
50
53

29
30
32
34
37
38
39

All-inclusive breadth
Ribbon knots
Weakling
"Taxi" co-star
Goal coat
Greek letter
Female swine
Plug ol tobacco
Josh ol "How I Mel Your
Mother"
Helping hand
Julianne ol "Dancing
with the Stars"
41
Actress Woodard
45
Full-term con
Hardy
47
Mex. miss
48
_ Marcus
50
Hall a pair ol warmers 51
"So Much in Love"
group
32-card game
Guthne's son
Gardener's gadget
Hesitate
Unclothed
Caustic stuff
Miniature racer

56
58
61
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Queen __ Land. Antarctica
Perfume ingredient
Sitcom about nothing
FDR's last V.R
Breakfast fare
Hold it right there!

ANSWERS

Edge
Trial excuses
Refuse baloney
Chaste
Parisian pupil
Runny cheese
ET vehicles
Valuable fiddle
Snow coaster
Military E-3s

Reliable information on all options
Supportive and professional
441 Frazee 419.354.4673

• Pregnancy Tests

• Counseling
• Post Abortion Counseling

•
•
•
•

Actor Estevez
Biographer of Henry
James
Part ol ERA
Turned, as pages
Pigeon shelters
Praise highly
Weatherman Al
Fasten a fly
Classic Brit, sports
cars
Sporty Camaro
Cong, meeting
Sister of 20A
Internet add.
Bygone expletive

Pregnancy Support
Adoption Informalion
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5| Fii(IO-l)

Please all for an appointment.

Help Wanted

For Rent

Play costumes S educational characters for pre-school/grade school children Fun part-time job!

1 BR in Victorian home. S275/mo
w/ulil Call 386-4405-3318

lassified

Ads

419-372-6977
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1-800-838-6960 or visit us at
www.millrowcharacters.com
PT Childcare provider needed:
Looking for a responsible mature,
creative individual to help care for
my 2 year old daughter in my home
Will have time to study, meals are
provided. Own transportation req.
Firm schedule and ret. a must.
Call 419-344-8222 or via e-mail at
LisaHaberstock@aol.com

Help Wanted

For Sale

IBARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

BIG Garage Sale -1403 Finch Dr BG

Earn S1000-S3200 a month
to drive new cars with ads
www.AdCarCity.com
Earn extra $, students needed ASAP
Earn up lo S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed
Call 1-800-722-4791
Eastwood HS seeking asst varsity
wrestling coach for 2008-09 season
Applicants contact Ralph Cubberly at
rcubberly@eastwood k12.0h.IM
Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18,
Call after 8pm. no exp. needed.
Call 419-332-2279.
Merchandisers needed to service
music, video & magazines at retail
stores in Bowling Green area.
internet access required.
Call 1 -877-775-0800. ext 6030 EOE

12

2 BR. hist, stained glass windows
HW floors, appl. ret. non-smoking.
S649/mo. 419-261-2038

230 Curtis - 2-3 BR house w/ appl.
garage S C/A S750'mo * dep S util •
Call 419-823-3439
3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise.
avail NOW!
1 & 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St
Avail in Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740

3 BR house w/ bonus room.

like new1 S700/mo
Cozt.quiet 1 BR apt S390/mo
Call 419-654-5716

Fn.4 Sat, Oct 10 & 11 - 9am -5pm
Books, clothes, housewares. etc
175LoseeSt. Cygnet
Fri 8 Sat, Oct 10th & 11th, 9-5.
Household items, dishes, furniture,
tools, sewing accessories, lots of
quilling & yarn items & lots ot misc!

312 N Enterprise
Clean, 3 Irg bdrm, C/A, all appl mcl
Call 419-352-5882
832 Third St, 5 blks Irom campus
3 BR. 1 bath, fenced in back yard
Window NO
S840/mo.+ util. Call 419-392-2812

Private prk pass avail $250 OBO
Across from Kohl Hall, prime location
contact: bg.apartments@yahoo com

Lrg 3 BR house close to downtown.
$750/mo + util. avail immediately
Call 419-308-2458

For Rent

Sub-leaser wanted lor 1 BR apt

455 1/2 S Main. BG S530/mo
incl. W/D. Call 419-464-2013.

•Avail NOW 1 or 2 BR apt $425/mo.
Free web. furn?, AC. 300 E Merry
1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apts low as S399.
showing houses lor 09/10 SY
See Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Months
Interest FREE

Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts
400 Napoleon Road
Call 419-352-9135

$
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Opening letters
Richie's mom, to the Fonz
1986 Indy winner Bobby
One-third ol a WWII movie?
Anticipatory cry
Garlic sauce
Writer Wister
"Felony Squad" star
One Gabor
Took the gold
Coll. sr.'s test
Oceanic
Trouble
Knucklenead
Public lunds
Legendary drummer Gene
Angry states
Moo juice
_ Romeo (Italian car)
Irish patriot Robert
One-named Irish singer
Soy product

HrWStf Megan
¥ *M Gormley
»j 4^1 Finished in a tie
fL jJI for fifth at Huskie
' 9 Til Invitational
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Boy. it would be great if they
would both lose T guess I am
more sour towards Florida
Anyone remember 2007*
UU 35. Florida 17
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#11 Florida
vs.#4LSU
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BG 24. Akron 17

Oklahoma 31. Texas 24
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Senior Portraits Next Week
DECEMBER AND MAY GRADUATES Schedule Today at myseniorportrait.com
Sessions are October 13-17 Black Swamp Pub
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Hafner may need surgery PREVIEW
From Page 6

after injury-filled season
ByTomWitWs
ByTomWrthaf*

M™,
inct .217
',
May, n-if™.r
I lather nrjc
was h^rtino
batting just

with four homers. Tests showed
the left-handed power-hitter had
CLEVELAND — Indians desig- mysteriously lost nearly all the
nated hitter Travis llarher may strength in his shoulder.
Shapiro would not answer speneed right shoulder surgery after a
disappointing end-of-the-season cific questions about Hafner's
shoulder or if the Dl I had visited
physical exam.
Hafner spent more than three other doctors outside the club for
months on the disabled list with a more opinions. However, Shapiro
strained shoulder. During his exit did reiterate that an operation has
physical, team doctors found the always been possible.
"We talked all along that the
strength did not return to levels
that the club had hoped following options are continuing to rehab
the extended rehab, general man- and strengthen or to get a scope,"
ager Mark Shapiro said yesterday. he said. "We're looking at our alterHafner and the team are now natives right now."
Shapiro said head trainer Lonnie
examining "alternatives" including
Soloff will provide an update on
off-season arthroscopic surgery.
"The strength in his shoulder was I lather's condition and off-season
not what we had hoped it would plans next Monday.
Even if Hafner has surgery,
be," Shapiro said. "It was a little bit
disappointing. Progress was not as Shapiro expects him to be fully
great as we would have hoped to recovered by the opening of training camp in February.
have seen."
After a few minor league rehab
At the time he went on the DL in
The Assooaed Press

GOLF
Fro

the pressure off Schneider and
Powers to be forced to carry the
team every week.
The two captains know that
the two freshmen are capable of
having low scores each week.
"They've been a huge part of
our team this year," Schneider
said. These guys are really
hard workers. They know what
we expect of them — which is
to be in the top five of every
tournament."
While the two have enjoyed
success this season, there have
been a few bumps in the road
— some of those bumps can be
expected with young golfers and
some of those bumps are to the
extreme degree.
One of the bumps for Preston
was a head injury that caused to
miss about three weeks worth
of act ion.
I le missed the tournament at
Ball State but returned for the
tournament in Louisville.
"It was good to have him back."
Powers said. "Being out for a
couple weeks might have hurt
him in the first round but he
came back solid in the second
and third round to still have a
pretty good tournament.
Hewit's bumps in the road
were more on the course as
opposed to off of it. As mentioned, a lack of consistency with
the driver had caused his scores

v
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Akron (3-3,1-1 MAC) can give
the Falcons troubles, especially on defense. BG coach Gregg
Brandon said the Zips run a
defense he calls "odd stack" or
a "3-5-3 scheme" which at times
can feature five defensive backs
type players.
Not only that, Brandon also
addressed Akron's kick returner
Bryan Williams and quarterback Chris lacquemain as players the Falcons need to keep
their eyes on.
Williams is averaging 33 yards
per kickoff return, which ranks
him fourth in the entire nation,
lacquemain has thrown for

VOLLEY
From Page 6

they rank last in the MAC
in kills per set.
For BG it could be a milestone weekend for senior
Chelsey Meek who is 27

1,457 yards and 10 touchdowns
this year, but he also has nine
interceptions.
For the Falcons, quarterback
Tyler Sheehan has had two
straight near 300-yard games
(287 and 297) and has thrown
six touchdowns this season.
Tight end Jimmy Schielder
caught his fourth touchdown of
the season against EMU and
Corey Partridge leads the team
in receiving with 245 yards on
23 catches.
However, the Zips defense has
been very effective at stopping
the pass this season, allowing
just 175 yards per game and snaring four interceptions.
Led by Kevin Grant, Mike
Thomas and Almondo SeweU,
the Zips' defense will get to

end of the game."
Gregg Brandon | BG coach

Sheehan early and often if the
offensive line doesn't maintain.
BG ball carriers need to hold on
tight as well as Akron has forced
11 fumbles and recovered a total
of 12 fumbles this year.
Akron has played against some
good opposition so far this year
as well. They opened their season

with a loss to Wisconsin, hung
close with Ball State until the end
of the game and nearly pulled off
a victory against Cincinnati.
However, the Falcons will be
looking to make their final trip
to the Rubber Bowl a positive
one, even if it has to ruin Akron's
Homecoming.

What am I?
Vm the part of the bird
that's not in the sky. I can
swim in the ocean and yet
remain ary.
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Parker
Hewit
Has improved his
score in every
tournament

to rise in early tournaments but
he made some adjustments to
correct some of those problems.
The results of that correction
have been very noticeable for
Hewit.
He has improved his score in
every tournament that he has
played in since starting out with
a 240 in his first collegiate tournament at the Rutherford to now
where he finished the tournament in Louisville with a 218.
"That was a good step for him —
it was really consistent," Powers
said. "He was one of our better
scores each round so that's definitely a good start. I lopefully he
can continue that momentum
intoXavier."
While the ups and downs can
be expected out of any young
golfer, the Falcons are excited
the way their two young golfers have responded to the various adversities that have been
placed in front of them.
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more score when, with just a
few seconds remaining, Eric
Nutter scored a try and Dan
Brandenstein added the conversion to push the final tally
to 28-7.
Brandenstein, filling in at fly
half for the injured Nick Viviani
led the Falcons with 10 points.
The Falcon A and B sides will
traveltoEastLansingonSaturday
for a match with Michigan State,
while the C and D sides will be in
Rochester, Michigan taking on
Oakland University.
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by a small margin of 28-7

From Page 7

may come down to a play or two at the

Drew
Preston
Returned from
head injury at
Louisville

* ^r-\

pad the score.
"We just could never finish on
offense," Mazzarella said. "We
did not do a good job of slowing the game down and executing when we got near the goal
line. You also have to give a lot
of credit to Purdue, they are a
very disciplined team and they
fought us hard."
The Falcons did tack on one

is going to be like that one. They're
going to be tough, physical games that

digs away from being the first
Falcon in program history to
reach the 2,000 mark.
Historically, BG has dominated on the road against
both teams, and a two-win
weekend would move them
back near the top of the MAC
East.
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